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COVID-19
(Coronavirus)
Impact Update

IBISWorld's analysts constantly monitor the industry impacts of current events in real-time – here is an update of
how this industry is likely to be impacted as a result of the global COVID-19 pandemic:

· Revenue is forecast to decrease for the Coated and Laminated Paper Manufacturing industry in Canada, primarily
as economic recovery from the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic slows. For more detail, please see the Current
Performance chapter.

· The industry is expected to experience lower import penetration due to increased trade difficulties as a result of the
coronavirus pandemic. For more detail, please see the International Trade chapter.

· Demand for the industry's products is expected to remain relatively level as a result of the coronavirus pandemic
due to the industry's importance in packaging essential products. For more detail, please see the Demand
Determinants chapter.
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About IBISWorld
IBISWorld specializes in industry research with coverage on thousands of global industries. Our comprehensive data and in-depth analysis help
businesses of all types gain quick and actionable insights on industries around the world. Busy professionals can spend less time researching
and preparing for meetings, and more time focused on making strategic business decisions that benefit you, your company and your clients. We
offer research on industries in the US, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Germany, the UK, Ireland, China and Mexico, as well as industries that
are truly global in nature.
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About This Industry
Industry Definition This industry purchases raw materials, such as paper and paperboard, and processes them with plastic, clay, latex

and metal to create products that include coated or laminated paper and packaging, paper and multiwall bags and
laminated aluminum foil for flexible packaging. This industry does not include companies that manufacture paper
from pulp, photosensitive paper, textile bags or plastic laminated bags.

Major Players There are no major players in this industry

Main Activities The primary activities of this industry are:

Manufacturing coated and laminated paper

Manufacturing uncoated paper and multiwall bags

Manufacturing coated and laminated packaging materials

Manufacturing flexible packaging foil

Manufacturing surface-coated paperboard

Manufacturing plastics, foil and coated paper bags

The major products and services in this industry are:

Coated and laminated paper

Pressure-sensitive products

Uncoated paper bags and sacks

Coated and laminated packaging paper

Laminated foil

Surface-coated paperboard

Specialty foil and coated paper bags

Other
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Supply Chain

SIMILAR INDUSTRIES

Paper Mills in Canada Cardboard Box & Container
Manufacturing in Canada

Plastic & Resin Manufacturing in
Canada

Plastic Film, Sheet & Bag
Manufacturing in Canada

       

       

RELATED INTERNATIONAL INDUSTRIES

Global Paper & Pulp Mills Coated & Laminated Paper
Manufacturing in the US

Pulp, Paper and Paperboard
Manufacturing in Australia

Paper Bag and Other Paper
Product Manufacturing in Australia

Paper and Paperboard
Manufacturing in China

Paper and Paperboard Container
Manufacturing in China

Paper & Paperboard
Manufacturing in the UK

Cardboard Packaging & Paper Bag
Manufacturing in the UK

Pulp, Paper and Paperboard
Manufacturing in New Zealand

Paper & Paperboard
Manufacturing in Ireland
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Industry at a Glance
Key Statistics

$3.4bn
Revenue

Annual Growth

2017–2022

1.8%

Annual Growth

2022–2027

0.5%

Annual Growth

2017–2027

 

$431.0m
Profit

Annual Growth

2017–2022

-1.9%

  Annual Growth

2017–2022

 

12.6%
Profit Margin

Annual Growth

2017–2022

-2.6pp

  Annual Growth

2017–2022

 

83
Businesses

Annual Growth

2017–2022

-3.7%

Annual Growth

2022–2027

-1.5%

Annual Growth

2017–2027

 

5,640
Employment

Annual Growth

2017–2022

-0.2%

Annual Growth

2022–2027

0.1%

Annual Growth

2017–2027

 

$448.0m
Wages

Annual Growth

2017–2022

0.7%

Annual Growth

2022–2027

0.2%

Annual Growth

2017–2027

Key External Drivers % = 2017–22 Annual Growth

1.7%
Demand from food manufacturing

1.2%
World price of wood pulp

1.6%
Consumer spending

3.6pp
Industrial capacity utilization

1.0%
Canadian effective exchange rate
index

 
Industry Structure

POSITIVE IMPACT

  Concentration
Low

MIXED IMPACT

  Revenue Volatility
Medium   Capital Intensity

Medium

  Regulation & Policy
Medium / Steady   Technology Change

Medium

  Barriers to Entry
Medium / Steady

NEGATIVE IMPACT

  Life Cycle
Decline   Industry Assistance

Low / Steady

  Industry Globalization
High / Steady   Competition

High / Steady

 

Key Trends

 The expansion in digital services provided by the internet
has posed a threat to operators

 The industry has consistently operated with a trade deficit

 Operators have been investing in labour-saving machinery
to cut wages and costs

 A competitive operating environment will likely prevent profit
growth

 The industry is structurally declining

 Import penetration has steadily risen over the past two
decades

 As a result of rising imports and other negative
macroeconomic drivers, the industry's profit margin has
plummeted
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Products & Services Segmentation

 
Major Players

There are no major players in this industry
SWOT

STRENGTHS

  High Profit vs. Sector Average

  Low Customer Class Concentration

  Low Product/Service Concentration

  High Revenue per Employee

   

WEAKNESSES

  Low & Steady Level of Assistance

  High Competition

  Decline Life Cycle Stage

  High Imports

  High Capital Requirements

   

OPPORTUNITIES

  High Revenue Growth (2017-2022)

  High Revenue Growth (2022-2027)

  High Performance Drivers

  Demand from food manufacturing

   

THREATS

  Very Low Revenue Growth (2005-2022)

  Low Outlier Growth

  Canadian effective exchange rate index
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Executive Summary Paper planes: Falling industry participation will likely cut into the potential
revenue the industry could generate

The Coated and Laminated Paper Manufacturing industry in Canada comprises establishments that manufacture
coated and laminated paper and paperboard products, paper bags and related goods from purchased paper. While
demand for products from some traditional industries such as those in the publishing sector has diminished due to
increased digital media consumption, the industry has been helped by increased demand in other areas. Industry
goods are primarily used as packaging for a wide range of downstream products, while stable demand from
consumer staples in the food and beverage sector supports industry demand. IBISWorld estimates that industry
revenue will increase an annualized 1.8% to $3.4 billion over the five years to 2022, with an estimated increase of
0.7% in 2022 alone as the economy begins to normalize following the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic. Despite
the macroeconomic difficulties brought on by the pandemic, the industry's products are used in shipping and
packaging for food and beverages, which aided growth in 2020.

Exports account for over one-third of total industry revenue, with the United States being the final destination for
over 90.0% of industry exports. The Canadian dollar appreciated in the wake of the pandemic, resulting in declining
exports over the past five years. In contrast, imports grew, but import penetration declined as trade difficulties amid
the pandemic increased the reliance on domestic products. Import penetration is still steep, however, particularly
from lower cost countries such as China. Partially due to this competition, industry profit has fallen over the past five
years.

Industry revenue is forecast to rise over the five years to 2027, albeit more slowly than the current period. As the
domestic economy has mostly recovered from the coronavirus pandemic, demand for industry products is expected
to slow. Further, industry participation has fallen for years and this is likely to continue over the next five years,
cutting into the number of facilities and potential revenue the industry could generate. However, consumer spending
is forecast to continue to rise over the next five years, facilitating increased demand for packaging products. Overall,
industry revenue is forecast to grow an annualized 0.5% to $3.5 billion over the five years to 2027.
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Industry Performance

Key External
Drivers

Consumer spending

Rising consumer spending levels tend to increase both industry demand and revenue by making downstream clients
more likely to purchase industry products for packaging. Moreover, escalating spending levels typically raise
corporate advertising expenditure, which benefits coated and laminated paper sales through increased publishing
and commercial printing. Consumer spending is expected to decrease in 2022.

 

Industrial capacity utilization

Industrial capacity utilization is the ratio of actual industrial output to potential full capacity output. Industrial capacity
utilization is positively correlated with industry demand and revenue, as increases in the utilization rate tend to
indicate improvements in manufacturing industries that rely on industry products. Industrial capacity utilization is
expected to increase in 2022, representing a potential opportunity for the industry.

 

Canadian effective exchange rate index

The Canadian effective exchange rate (CEER) index compares changes in the value of the Canadian dollar with its
major trading partners. When the CEER index increases, the Canadian dollar is appreciating, causing domestic
exports to become relatively more expensive on a global scale and foreign imports to become comparatively less
expensive and more competitive. The CEER index is expected to increase in 2022, posing a potential threat to the
industry.

 

Demand from food manufacturing

Food manufacturers rely on paper bags and other flexible packaging materials manufactured by industry operators
for packaging dry foods and beverages. Consequently, when the food manufacturing sector expands, demand for a
range of industry products tends to increase with it. Demand from the food manufacturing sector is expected to
increase in 2022.

 

World price of wood pulp

Wood pulp represents a key input for upstream paper mills. When the price of wood pulp increases, paper mills
often pass part of the cost on to industry operators in the form of higher paper prices. This threatens margins in the
short term, but in the long term, industry operators will also pass on these costs, raising revenue. The world price of
wood pulp is expected to increase in 2022.
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Current
Performance

The Coated and Laminated Paper Manufacturing industry in Canada has
experienced growth over the five years to 2022.

Key economic drivers, such as per capita disposable income and industrial capacity utilization, have contributed to
the increase in industry revenue over the past five years. However, these positive trends were consumers were
offset by the falling demand from some of the industry's major markets, such as demand from newspaper,
periodical, book and database publishers and demand from printing. Overall, industry revenue is anticipated to
increase an annualized 1.8% to $3.4 billion over the five years to 2022, including a forecast growth of 0.7% in 2022
alone as the economy continues to normalize following the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic. As industry products
are frequently used in shipping, in addition to food and beverage packaging, revenue climbed despite the pandemic,
as stores were forced to ship more products to consumers, while food and beverages are nondiscretionary
purchases, protecting revenue.

DOMESTIC DEMAND

The industry benefits from having a diverse variety of downstream clients,
including food and beverage manufacturers and food service companies,
cement manufacturers, transportation companies, media companies and
professional services companies.

Given the extensive use of industry products in packaging, the industry tends to perform in line with the overall
economy and is somewhat insulated from poor performance in any single downstream market. In addition, food and
beverage manufacturers are the largest downstream domestic industry, which are often nondiscretionary, providing
a fairly safe source of industry revenue.

The Canadian economy has grown over the past five years, though there was a blip amid the pandemic. Per capita
disposable income has grown, prompting consumer spending to expand an annualized 1.6% over the five years to
2022. This has aided domestic manufacturing output and industry capacity utilization levels, though demand from
some manufacturing industries has also decreased. Notably, demand from newspaper, periodical, book and data
base publishers is expected to decrease an annualized 4.5% over the five years to 2022 as the expansion of digital
services has eroded revenue from these sources.

In addition to those complications, industry goods compete with a range of substitute products, particularly plastic
packaging. Plastic packaging has been a threat to industry goods for some time. However, industry goods have
begun to be viewed as comparatively eco-friendly over the past five years, while there have been numerous cities
and even countries worldwide where plastic bags have been banned. In fact, in 2019, Newfoundland and Labrador
became the second province to ban plastic bags at stores and retail outlets, following Prince Edward Island's
adoption of a similar measure in 2018.
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INTERNATIONAL TRADE

Exports represent the largest market for coated and laminated paper
manufacturers.

Exports are anticipated to account for 29.8% of industry revenue in 2022. This figure has remained fairly decreased
over the past five years, partially due to trade difficulties caused by the pandemic, with the value of exports
decreasing an annualized 1.8% to $1.0 billion over the past five years. The importance of the United States as an
export market can also be supported by the location decisions of industry manufacturers. Over 80.0% of coated and
laminated paper manufacturing facilities are located in Ontario and Quebec in 2022, due to the geographical
proximity of these provinces to key downstream clients in the eastern part of the United States.

Yet, despite the importance of exports, the industry has consistently operated with a trade deficit. Imports are
anticipated to account for 42.1% of domestic demand, a figure that has decreased slightly during the five-year
period, though this is partially due to trade difficulties caused by the pandemic. Imports are expected to increase an
annualized 1.0% to $1.7 billion over the five years to 2022. Imports from China in particular have increased, as
China has expanded its production capacity and has significant manufacturing cost advantages to most developed
nations. This trend is anticipated to continue over the five years to 2027, as industry operators will find it difficult to
compete without differentiating themselves by improving product quality or cutting operating expenses.

INDUSTRY STRUCTURE AND PROFIT

The industry's market share concentration is low, as the top three
manufacturers are anticipated to account for less than 10.0% of total
industry revenue in 2022.

The majority of companies in the industry are smaller private businesses. According to the latest data available from
Statistics Canada, an estimated 75.5% of industry establishments operate with fewer than 50 workers. Given the
industry's small scale of production, mergers and acquisitions are rare and are often focused abroad.

To survive in this highly competitive industry, domestic coated and laminated paper manufacturers have been
investing in labour-saving machinery to cut wages and variable costs. Consequently, wages as a share of revenue
have declined, falling from 13.8% in 2017 to an estimated 13.1% in 2022. Overall wages have increased slightly
along with growing demand, rising an annualized 0.7% to $448.0 million over the five years to 2022.

The industry has also focused on cost-cutting measures and many of the industry's smaller and less profitable
operators have been forced out of the industry. As a result, the number of establishments has declined an
annualized 2.2% to 100 locations over the five years to 2022. In addition, the industry's profit margin has endured a
decrease during the five-year period. Profit, measured as earnings before interest and taxes, is expected to account
for 12.6% of industry revenue in 2022, down from 15.2% in 2017. However, this decrease in profit can be partially
attributed to the negative macroeconomic effects of the coronavirus pandemic.
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Historical Performance Data

Year
Revenue

($m)
IVA

($m)
Establishments

(Units)
Enterprises

(Units)
Employment

(Units)
Exports

($m)
Imports

($m)
Wages

($m)

Domestic
Demand

($m)

World price
of wood

pulp
($ per ton)

2013 2,657 767 142 126 5,649 890 1,332 402 3,100 823
2014 2,644 645 137 119 5,682 954 1,409 390 3,100 877
2015 3,004 892 126 113 5,864 1,099 1,604 433 3,510 867
2016 3,153 1,017 122 106 5,585 1,163 1,658 425 3,648 819
2017 3,127 987 112 100.0 5,691 1,119 1,655 433 3,664 856
2018 2,989 977 109 95.0 5,246 1,108 1,692 404 3,573 1,031
2019 3,089 1,016 108 91.0 5,512 1,099 1,723 417 3,713 831
2020 3,133 638 104 87.0 5,395 1,065 1,665 425 3,732 676
2021 3,398 984 102 85.0 5,642 1,021 1,704 448 4,081 918
2022 3,421 971 100.0 83.0 5,640 1,020 1,743 448 4,144 909
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Industry Outlook
Outlook Industry revenue is forecast to increase over the five years to 2027, albeit

more slowly than the current period, as most of the economic recovery
from the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic is expected to have already
been completed.

There will likely be positives for the industry, with consumer spending forecast to rise. However, continued declines
in demand from key downstream buyers such as print media publishers will harm industry revenue prospects, as
expanded digital services will likely continue to shrink demand for high-quality paper products. Falling demand from
this market is expected to cause industry participation to continue its long-term decline, cutting into the potential for
revenue growth. However, with the price of paper forecast to rise and demand for packaging products also likely to
grow, IBISWorld estimates that this will facilitate slight industry growth over the next five years. Industry revenue is
forecast to rise an annualized 0.5% to $3.5 billion over the five years to 2027.

PURCHASING TRENDS

Domestic consumer spending is anticipated to increase an annualized
2.1% over the five years to 2027, which is an encouraging trend for the
industry.

Most packaging is used in consumer products, so increased spending and movement of goods naturally increases
demand for the industry. In addition, consumer spending growth is anticipated to be quicker than during the previous
period. Increased prices for paper could make substitutes, such as plastic, more attractive for downstream
purchasers. Nevertheless, the industry's ultimate reliance on demand from manufacturers of largely nondiscretionary
goods, such as groceries, will continue to mitigate weaknesses in other industry markets.

However, the Coated and Laminated Paper Manufacturing industry in Canada is structurally declining. Coated and
laminated paper products that are sold mainly to print media markets account for as much as one-sixth of the
industry's domestic sales, making them a declining, but still substantial, source of demand. Online communication
and transactions reduce demand for coated and laminated paper, as digital media has siphoned advertisement
revenue from print publishers and reduced the size of that downstream market. As a result, the number of industry
enterprises is anticipated to continue to decline an annualized 1.5% to 77 companies over the five years to 2027.
However, wages are projected to slightly increase over the next five years alongside the growth in revenue, rising an
annualized 0.2% to $451.5 million over the next five years.

GLOBALIZATION ON THE RISE

Wood pulp represents a key input for upstream paper mills.

The world price of wood pulp is anticipated to grow an annualized 1.1% over the five years to 2027. Higher purchase
costs and an increasingly competitive operating environment will likely prevent growth in profit, although as less
profitable businesses exit the industry and companies focus on more profitable products, this should leave the
industry's profit margin at a comparable level. Moreover, a depreciating Canadian dollar is expected to reduce
purchase costs for Canadian manufacturers relative to those in other countries, particularly the United States.

Import penetration has steadily risen over the past two decades, though the anticipated depreciation in the Canadian
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dollar is forecast to reverse this trend slightly. IBISWorld estimates that the value of imports will shrink an
annualized 0.1% to $1.7 billion over the five years to 2027. As a result, foreign manufacturers are anticipated to
satisfy 41.5% of domestic demand for industry products in 2027, compared with 45.2% in 2022. Similar to the
previous five-year period, this will likely continue to be driven by imports from China and Germany, given the cost
advantages experienced by Chinese and German manufacturers. The United States is likely to remain the largest
trading partner, although its share of imports has fallen in recent years and this trend is likely to continue due to
stronger growth from other emerging countries. Due to a forecast depreciation of the Canadian dollar, the industry is
expected to experience a slight growth in export values. Industry export values are forecast to rise an annualized
0.7% to $1.1 billion over the five years to 2027.

Performance Outlook Data

Year
Revenue

($m)
IVA

($m)
Establishments

(Units)
Enterprises

(Units)
Employment

(Units)
Exports

($m)
Imports

($m)
Wages

($m)

Domestic
Demand

($m)

World price
of wood

pulp  ($ per
ton)

2022 3,421 971 100.0 83.0 5,640 1,020 1,743 448 4,144 909
2023 3,447 976 98.0 82.0 5,642 1,031 1,744 449 4,160 915
2024 3,468 976 97.0 80.0 5,647 1,040 1,746 450 4,174 940
2025 3,472 978 95.0 79.0 5,637 1,043 1,739 449 4,167 939
2026 3,490 981 95.0 78.0 5,656 1,051 1,739 451 4,177 951
2027 3,502 983 94.0 77.0 5,661 1,058 1,735 452 4,180 958
2028 3,522 985 93.0 77.0 5,681 1,066 1,736 453 4,191 977
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Industry Life Cycle The life cycle stage of this industry is    Decline

LIFE CYCLE REASONS

The total number of industry enterprises is decreasing

The industry’s share of the Canadian economy is decreasing

Technological advancements have mainly focused on manufacturing processes

The Coated and Laminated Paper Manufacturing industry in Canada is in the decline stage of its economic life
cycle. This stage is characterized by consistent declines in industry participation and clearly segmented and stable
product groups. Notably, industry value added (IVA), which measures an industry's contribution to the overall
economy, is expected to stagnate over the 10 years to 2027. In contrast, Canadian GDP is projected to grow an
annualized 1.7% during the same period. These figures signify that the industry's share of the Canadian economy is
decreasing. Industry participation has also fallen steadily for over two decades, as the number of establishments has
fallen significantly. The industry is structurally declining due to the increasing competitive threats of both electronic
communication and transactions and plastic substitutes. Moreover, rising import penetration has put industry
operators under serious pressure.

Additionally, product groups have remained very stable over the five years to 2022, with trends in coated and
laminated paper sales still dictating industry revenue. Furthermore, recent technological advancements have
primarily focused on the manufacturing process and have not altered the industry's product mix. Recent
technological changes have reduced the input requirements for industry manufacturers. While this improves the
industry's environmental effect, these changes have not increased industry sales substantially.
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Products & Markets
Supply Chain Key Buying Industries

1st Tier

Printing in Canada

Office Stationery Wholesaling in Canada

Packaging & Labelling Services in Canada

2nd Tier

Department Stores In Canada

Office Supply Stores in Canada

Gift Shops & Card Stores in Canada

Key Selling Industries
1st Tier

Industrial Machinery & Equipment Wholesaling in
Canada

Paperboard Mills in Canada

Inorganic Chemical Manufacturing in Canada

Plastic & Resin Manufacturing in Canada

Paper Mills in Canada

Organic Chemical Manufacturing in Canada

2nd Tier

Logging in Canada

Timber Services in Canada

Sawmills & Wood Production in Canada

Mineral & Phosphate Mining in Canada

Printing, Paper, Food, Textile & Other Machinery
Manufacturing in Canada

Products & Services

  Despite the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic, the Coated and Laminated
Paper Manufacturing industry in Canada still experienced growth, as a
significant portion of its products are used in shipping, which became
more prevalent as stores closed to in-person shopping, in addition to food
and beverages, which are nondiscretionary purchases.

However, this is unlikely to affect any singular product in a significant manner than any other, resulting in standard
product mixes.

PRESSURE-SENSITIVE PRODUCTS

Pressure-sensitive products are the industry's largest segment.

Products in this segment are papers that have been coated with an adhesive that consumers can activate by
applying pressure. Examples include masking tape and paper labels, which are sold to a variety of downstream
markets. Due to their wide range of applications, many pressure-sensitive products experience consistent demand.
For example, masking tape is a household staple and a regular purchase by contractors in many construction-
related industries. Labels have similarly wide market acceptance. Although the rise of e-mails has reduced demand
for mailing labels, this has been offset over the five years to 2022 by a steady increase in manufacturing output,
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which drives demand for product labels sold to producers of consumer goods. Pressure-sensitive products are
expected to generate 34.6% of industry revenue in 2022. This segment has increased over the five years to 2022,
as these products have gained a wide market acceptance and consumers are required to continue purchasing the
product since they are a single-use product.

COATED AND LAMINATED PAPER

The coated and laminated paper segment is the second-largest
contributor of industry revenue and comprises photographic and printing
papers, wall coverings, gift wrap and other coated papers.

Paper is coated with various materials to give it durability and shine. Laminated paper includes a layer of plastic film
or other flexible material on either side of the paper, which prevents the paper from damage. This segment's
products are made from purchased sheet materials and may be printed in the same establishment. Coated paper is
used primarily in media and marketing applications, including catalogs, magazines and commercial printing.
Therefore, sales of coated and laminated papers have fallen over the past five years amid a transition from print to
digital media. This segment is expected to generate 18.3% of industry revenue.

COATED AND LAMINATED PACKAGING PAPER

Products within this segment include coated and laminated paper used to
produce paper packaging and are primarily sold to customers in the
manufacturing sector.

Although paper packaging has historically experienced competition from substitute materials, mainly plastic,
increased environmental concerns in recent years have motivated customers to use paper packaging, which is
biodegradable and has a lower environmental effect than plastic. As environmental awareness has tempered
substitute competition, this segment has benefited from a rise in manufacturing output, with stable industrial capacity
utilization over the majority of the five years to 2022. As a result, coated and laminated packaging paper has grown
as a share of industry revenue over the past five years. This segment is expected to generate 12.4% of industry
revenue in 2022.

SPECIALTY FOIL AND COATED PAPER BAGS

This product segment includes flexible bags made of coated paper, metal
foil or any combination of plastics, foil and paper.

These bags are used mainly for packaging food and medical supplies and are estimated to account for 16.7% of
industry revenue in 2022. In addition to benefiting from the same economic trends that have driven demand for
uncoated paper bags, this segment's growth over the past five years has also been driven by downstream
customers' desire to increase the appeal of their packaging and build brand recognition through the distribution of
higher-quality shopping bags.

UNCOATED PAPER BAGS AND SACKS

This product segment includes uncoated paper bags and multiwall sacks
used for packaging dry foods, animal food, cement and other heavy
materials.

It also includes paper bags used in fast food restaurants, take-out food establishments, supermarkets and grocery
stores. Uncoated paper bags and sacks are expected to account for 6.8% of industry revenue in 2022. This segment
is expected to maintain a relatively steady share of revenue due to the widespread use of paper bags, especially in
light of recent attempts by various cities both in Canada and across the world to cut down on the use of plastic bags.

LAMINATED FOIL

This product segment includes flexible packaging sheet materials made
by laminating purchased aluminum and other metal foil.

The majority of laminated foil sheets are sold within the industry to produce foil bags. Other markets include exports
and manufacturers of other packaging materials. This segment is estimated to account for 6.3% of industry revenue
in 2022, slightly decreasing as a share of revenue over the five years to 2022.
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SURFACE-COATED PAPERBOARD

Surface-coated paperboard includes laminated, lined or surface-coated
paperboard used to produce beverage, food and electronics boxes.

The industry sells coated paperboard rolls and sheets to cardboard box and container manufacturers. Due mainly to
stronger demand for flexible packaging materials, this segment's share of industry revenue is anticipated to
decrease slightly to 2.7% in 2022. Nevertheless, similar to many of the industry's other segments, demand for
surface-coated paperboard has benefited in recent years from rising manufacturing output, as this segment
represents the most cost-effective packaging option for many consumer goods.

Demand
Determinants

Demand for the Coated and Laminated Paper Manufacturing industry in
Canada is reliant upon a range of downstream markets, including food
and beverage manufacturing, cement manufacturing and cardboard box
and container manufacturing.

Other significant sources of demand include media and financial service companies, in addition to retailers and
wholesalers. Consequently, macroeconomic variables, including consumer and business spending, tend to be
correlated with changes in revenue for the industry. Increases in business and consumer sentiment tend to boost
demand for printing and consumer goods, which increases sales of coated paper and packaging materials
manufactured by the industry. However, as a significant portion of revenue is tied to food and beverage packaging,
revenue increased slightly over 2020, despite the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic, especially as shipping other
products, rather than in-person shopping became more prevalent.

Other factors that can influence demand include consumer trends regarding substitute goods. For example, plastic
bags are an alternative to paper bags, so downstream demand for plastic bags relative to paper bags can affect
demand for industry goods. Plastic products are generally viewed as less environmentally friendly, providing a slight
competitive advantage to industry offerings. However, fluctuations in the price and durability of substitutes can
decrease demand for coated and laminated paper.

Moreover, long-term trends, including mounting import penetration and increases in electronic communication and
media consumption, have also constrained demand for industry products. In the mid-2000's, imports accounted for
between 30.0% and 35.0% of domestic demand, whereas in 2022, imports account for an estimated 42.1%. While
the United States still accounts for the vast majority of industry-specific imports, shipments from China and Germany
have increased rapidly in recent years, threatening the positions of domestic manufacturers in the market.

Major Markets

  EXPORTS

Exports for the Coated & Laminated Paper Manufacturing industry in
Canada have decreased as a share of revenue over the five years to 2022,
the vast majority of which, more than 90.0%, are destined for the United
States.

Additionally, the total value of exports is expected to slightly decrease over the five years to 2022, falling an
annualized 1.8%, partially due to the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic and partially due to the prevalence of low-
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cost imports from lower-wage countries, such as China. Overall, exports are expected to account for 29.8% of
industry revenue in 2022, which is lower than 35.8% in 2017. Exports are expected to rise as a share of revenue
over the next five years, partially due to a depreciating Canadian dollar

FOOD AND BEVERAGE SECTOR

Food and beverage manufacturers are the largest domestic markets for
industry products.

These customers primarily purchase industry products for use in packaging their products. Although industry
operators endure competition in this market from plastic substitutes, the nondiscretionary nature of food and
beverage products helps sustain steady demand in this segment, even during tough economic times such as the
COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic. In addition, paper and paperboard has come to be increasingly viewed as a
more environmentally friendly alternative to plastic, which has dampened competition for substitutes. This segment
also includes food service establishments and grocery stores, which purchase paperboard containers and paper
bags from industry operators for consumer packaging. However, the majority of sales within this segment are made
at the manufacturing level. Combined, the food and beverage sector is expected to generate 19.4% of industry
revenue in 2022. This segment has slightly increased over the five years to 2022, as demand for food manufacturing
endured a steady increase.

CONSUMER GOODS MANUFACTURERS

Similar to the food and beverage sector, consumer goods manufacturers
purchase industry products primarily for packaging applications.

Industrial production has risen over the past five years, increasing demand from this segment as manufacturers
required more packaging amid rising output. Consumer goods manufacturers are expected to generate 12.0% of
industry revenue in 2022.

PRINT MEDIA

The print media sector, which includes publishers, printers and related
services, is expected to generate 10.8% of industry revenue in 2022.

Print media has been gradually declining for years, due to stiff competition from digital content. As consumer
adoption of wireless electronic devices has surged, consumers have increasingly consumed media in digital formats,
reducing print media circulation. In turn, advertisers have shifted dollars to online and other advertising formats,
further reducing the media sector's investment in print publications and the high-quality coated paper required for
their production. However, this segment has increased over the past five years due to the decrease in exports.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Professional services and financial companies are similar to the print
media segment.

These businesses mainly purchase glossy paper and other high-grade industry products for printing applications.
Specifically, these businesses produce printed materials for investor and client presentations. Despite more
information moving online, this segment has rebounded amid flagging exports. Sales to financial and professional
services companies are expected to generate 6.4% of industry revenue in 2022.

WHOLESALERS AND RETAILERS

While wholesalers in many cases act as an intermediary between industry
manufacturers and end users, they are also a significant purchaser of
industry products as inputs in their own services.

Wholesalers sometimes purchase goods in bulk and repackage them in smaller quantities for resale. As a result,
they require many of the same packaging products from industry operators as the manufacturing sector. Meanwhile,
retailers will also purchase industry goods for sale directly to consumers or small businesses in their own stores.
These markets are expected to generate 3.6% of industry revenue in 2022. This does not include wholesalers that
may be involved in marketing the industry's products for international trade. This segment has remained relatively
stable over the five years to 2022, as wholesalers and retailers provide a consistent revenue stream for industry
operators.
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OTHER

The other segment is expected to comprise any other downstream market
that may purchase the industry's products.

This segment is expected to hold a significant share of industry revenue, at an estimated 18.0%, since the industry's
products are applicable to many different industries.
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International Trade Exports in this industry are    High and Steady

Imports in this industry are    High and Steady

The Coated and Laminated Paper Manufacturing industry in Canada is characterized by a high level of international
trade, with most trade being done with the United States. However, due to the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic,
trade in this industry is forecast to decline in 2020, due to the slowdown in the global economy.

Imports

The total value of imports is anticipated to increase an annualized 1.0% to $1.7 billion over the five years to 2022,
accounting for 42.1% of domestic demand. Imports have grown during the period, partially due to an appreciating
Canadian dollar in the second half of the period due to economic recovery from the coronavirus pandemic, which
makes foreign products less expensive for domestic consumers. The value of imports has grown each year during
the period, save for 2020, which indicates the extent of the production cost advantages foreign producers possess
over domestic manufacturers, though import penetration has actually fallen slightly due to expanding domestic
production.

While the United States accounts for 70.2% of industry-relevant imports in 2022, coated and laminated paper
products are increasingly being sourced from China, primarily due to its production cost advantages. However,
Germany has been the fastest-growing source of imports, growing an annualized 13.4% over the five years to 2022,
estimated to account for 3.9% of industry imports. The only other country that accounts for more than 4.0% is China,
at an estimated 10.6%, although some other countries are significant trade partners, with Mexico accounting for
3.6% of the total.

Imports are expected to continue to be dominated by the United States over the next five years, although China will
also represent a significant share of goods due to its low-cost labour. The depreciating Canadian dollar is expected
to result in decreased import penetration, though at an estimated 41.5% of domestic demand in 2027, imports still
are a strong threat to industry expansion. Overall, the value of imports is forecast to shrink an annualized 0.1% to
$1.7 billion over the next five years.

Exports

The total value of industry exports is anticipated to decrease an annualized 1.8% to $1.0 billion over the five years to
2022. As a proportion of total revenue, export sales have decreased to an estimated 29.8% in 2022, though this is
partially due to the coronavirus pandemic and the ensuing inflation, as despite revenue growth most years during
the period, the value of exports has fallen each year.

The United States dominates export markets for Canadian goods to an even greater extent than it does import
markets, accounting for an estimated 94.2% of total industry exports in 2022. Exports to Mexico, the industry's
second-largest trading partner, account for only 1.4% of industry revenue in 2022. The United States is anticipated
to remain the dominant export market for industry operators over the five years to 2027. This has the effect of
keeping export markets extremely consistent for domestic coated and laminated paper manufacturers, supporting
revenue expansion. A slight depreciation in the Canadian dollar is expected to support an increase in the value of
exports, which are forecast to climb an annualized 0.7% to reach $1.1 billion over the next five years. This growth is
forecast to be faster than revenue, resulting in an increase in exports as a share of revenue.
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Business
Locations

  The locations of establishments in the Coated and Laminated Paper Manufacturing industry in Canada reflect both the location
decisions of key input suppliers and the overall population. The industry is highly concentrated in Ontario and Quebec, with other
provinces accounting for a relatively small share of industry establishments.

Ontario

Ontario accounts for the majority of coated and laminated paper manufacturing facilities, with 53.8% of industry establishments in
2022. Ontario is home to large amounts of input suppliers, including paper mills, in addition to downstream markets, including
cardboard box and container manufacturers. Moreover, Ontario is the most populated province in Canada, which makes
consumers in Ontario a stable source of demand for packaging products manufactured by the industry. Additionally, the province
provides industry operators with access to crucial export markets in the eastern United States.

Quebec

Quebec is estimated to account for the second-largest share of industry facilities in 2022, with an estimated 30.4% of industry
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establishments located within the province. Similar to Ontario, Quebec is home to a large portion of domestic input suppliers and
downstream customers. Moreover, Quebec also provides industry operators with access to export markets in the United States. In
addition, Quebec has a large share of domestic forestland, so it is a hub for upstream wood products activity.

No other province accounts for more than 5.0% of domestic establishments, with the next-largest being Manitoba, accounting for
3.9% of establishments in 2022, followed by Alberta which holds 2.9% of industry facilities.
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Competitive Landscape
Market Share
Concentration

Concentration in this industry is    Low

The Coated and Laminated Paper Manufacturing industry in Canada operates with a low level of market share
concentration. The top three industry operators are expected to account for close to 10.0% of total revenue in 2022.
The industry is characterized by a large number of small- to medium-sized businesses, with the vast majority of
facilities employing fewer than 50 employees. There appear to be very few large multinational operations that
participate in the industry. Even the largest industry participants seem to be private companies with few locations
that tend to operate primarily in North America. Moreover, these companies operate in a highly competitive
environment, ensuring that no company can control a large share of the market. Notably, market share
concentration has decreased slightly over the five years to 2022, despite a falling number of industry operators, as
increasing industry revenue and high competition led to expanding opportunities for smaller companies. Market
share concentration is expected to remain low over the five years to 2027, as the industry is forecast to continue to
be dominated by smaller, regional operators that are unable to operate on a large scale.

Key Success
Factors

IBISWorld identifies 250 Key Success Factors for a business. The most important for this industry are:

Establishment of export markets:
Exports are a significant market for industry operators, with the United States being the primary export destination.

Guaranteed supply of key inputs:
Large supply contracts with major paper mills or paperboard producers ensure that operators can maintain their
production schedules.

Economies of scale:
Economies of scale ensure that the cost per unit of output decreases as the scale increases, enabling operators to
increase their profit margin.

Ability to alter mix of inputs in line with cost:
Operators with the flexibility to use a range of input materials in response to cost changes are able to maximize their
profit margin.

Ability to provide testing or thermometers for on-site employees:
Since industry operators rely heavily on employees to produce the industry’s products, the ability to ensure everyone
is tested and healthy is crucial for operators to stay operational.

Cost Structure
Benchmarks
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  Profit

Industry profit, measured as earnings before interest and taxes, is
estimated to account for 12.6% of industry revenue in 2022, having
decreased from 45.2% in 2017. However, the decrease in profit can be
mainly attributed to the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic, from which
profit is still recovering after reaching a historic low over 2020.

Industry profit is expected to decrease slightly over the next five years,
reaching 12.5% in 2027, due to increasing prices in wood pulp, which is
a key input and will hold down profit growth, as will slow revenue
expansion during the outlook period.

 

  Wages

Wages are estimated to account for 13.1% of industry revenue in 2022,
which is a decline from 13.8% in 2017. While labour remains an
industry necessity, advancements in the automation of industry
production have ensured that revenue and production have more
quickly than employment and wages over the five years to 2022. This
trend is likely to continue in the future.

 

  Purchases

Similar to other manufacturing industries, purchases of raw materials
and other inputs represent the largest expense category for the Coated
and Laminated Paper Manufacturing industry in Canada. Purchases,
which largely fluctuate with the prices of key inputs, such as paper, are
anticipated to account for 40.1% of total industry revenue in 2022.
Industry operators require a range of raw materials, including paper and
paperboard, pulp, resins and foils. Despite fluctuation in the price of
wood pulp, which is a key input, purchases have not drastically
increased over the past five years.
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  Marketing

Marketing expenses are fairly minimal for this industry, accounting for
an estimated 2.4% of industry revenue in 2022. Most industry operators
have established supply lines with potential customers and do not rely
on advertisements to identify customers, focusing instead on internal
sales outreach.

 

  Depreciation

Capital investment in machinery and equipment has experienced
minimal changes over the past five years, as depreciation charges are
estimated to account for 2.7% of industry revenue in 2022. Operators
have increasingly invested in automating different processes, which has
resulted in a slight increase in depreciation as a share of revenue over
the past five years.

 

  Rent

Rent costs are estimated to account for 3.4% of industry revenue in
2022. This represents slight increase as land has become more
valuable over the past five years.

 

  Utilities

Utility costs account for an estimated 1.3% of industry revenue in 2022.
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  Other Costs

Industry operators experience a variety of other costs, such as
insurance, administration and legal expenses; costs related to
restructuring; and the costs of complying with environmental
regulations. Such costs are estimated to account for 24.4% of industry
revenue in 2022.

 

Basis of
Competition

Competition in this industry is    High and the trend is Steady

  INTERNAL COMPETITION

The Coated and Laminated Paper Manufacturing industry in Canada
operates with a high level of competition.

IBISWorld estimates that there are close to 85 companies operating in the industry, although the vast majority are
smaller private operators. As a result, the industry has a low level of market share concentration, which is expected
to persist over the five years to 2027.

The primary competitive factors in the industry are price, quality and product diversity. While larger producers are
rare in the industry, these players are generally able to compete more effectively on the basis of price compared
with their smaller counterparts. Larger players are able to sell coated and laminated products at lower prices due to
the benefits that economies of scale and large input supply contracts bring.

Moreover, quality is a crucial competitive factor within the industry, particularly for multiwall sacks, which are
designed to carry materials such as concrete for downstream clients. Similarly, manufacturing a diverse range of
products provides an operator with an advantage in this industry. Manufacturers that sell coated and laminated
paper, uncoated paper bags and sacks, laminated foil and surface-coated paperboard permit downstream clients to
more efficiently manage their purchases.

EXTERNAL COMPETITION

Externally, coated and laminated paper manufacturers primarily compete
with substitute products, particularly plastic packaging, in addition to
imports.

Recent technological advancements have increased the durability of plastic substitutes and the applications with
which these products can be used. However, paper products are generally viewed as comparatively eco-friendly,
providing industry products an advantage over these substitutes.

Imports represent a particularly potent form of external competition for the industry. Imports are anticipated to meet
42.1% of domestic demand for coated and laminated paper in 2022. Imports have decreased slightly over the past
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five years as a share of revenue, but this is likely due to the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic and is expected to
remain over 40.0% over the next five years. This indicates that the cost advantages that foreign manufacturers
possess over the industry is strong and is unlikely to change significantly over the next five years.

Barriers to
Entry

Barriers to Entry in this industry are    Medium and the trend is Steady

  The Coated and Laminated Paper Manufacturing industry
in Canada operates with medium barriers to entry. The
industry operates with a moderate level of capital
intensity. Consequently, an array of capital expenditure is
required to build up the machinery and facilities necessary
to start production. The location of the facility, the scale of
production and the product scope of the operation all
materially affect start-up costs. Moreover, securing the
necessary financing to obtain or create a facility and the
machinery required to start operating presents a
significant barrier to entry for the industry.

Furthermore, despite the industry's reliance on capital,
skilled labour is required to manufacture each of the
industry's products. In addition, the barriers to success in
the industry are substantial once a company begins
operating. Achieving economies of scale and establishing
long-term supply contracts can take a significant amount
of time, particularly for companies that do not already
operate in similar industries, such as the Cardboard Box
and Container Manufacturing industry in Canada
(IBISWorld report 32221CA).

Barriers to Entry Checklist

Competition High  

Concentration Low  

Life Cycle Stage Decline  

Technology Change Medium  

Regulation & Policy Medium  

Industry Assistance Low  

Industry
Globalization

Globalization in this industry is    High and the trend is Steady

  Globalization in the Coated and Laminated Paper Manufacturing industry in Canada is high and steady, primarily due to
the importance of international trade and a trend of increased offshoring. The value of exports is anticipated to decrease
an annualized 1.8% to $1.0 billion over the five years to 2022. Conversely, imports are expected to increase an
annualized 1.0% to $1.7 billion during the same period. As a result, exports are anticipated to account for 29.8% of total
industry revenue in 2022, while imports are expected to satisfy 42.1% of domestic demand. These shares have
decreased over the past five years, partially due to the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic making trade more difficult, but
exports are forecast to rebound over the next five years amid a depreciating Canadian dollar.

The majority of the largest companies operating in the industry also have production facilities in the United States, given
the importance of US sales for Canadian manufacturers. The United States consistently accounts for more than 90.0% of
industry exports. Furthermore, there is a mounting trend toward the offshoring of production facilities to improve access to
emerging markets and take advantage of lower production costs overseas. However, while the industry does feature
several larger operators that have facilities in both the United States and Canada, the vast majority of industry operators
are smaller private companies, which helps to moderate the overall level of globalization.
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Major Companies
There are no major players in this industry

Other Companies Hood Packaging Corporation

  Market Share: 4.0%
  Officially incorporated in 1978 under the name Southern Bag Corp., Hood Packaging Corporation (Hood Packaging)

now operates as a packaging manufacturer with locations in both Canada and the United States. Within Canada,
Hood Packaging manufactures industry-relevant paper products at four plants, which include one in Alberta, two in
Ontario and one in Quebec. Its Canadian headquarters is located in Burlington, ON. However, most of the
company's industry-relevant manufacturing is conducted in the United States.

Hood Packaging serves both consumer and industrial markets through its five product segments, which include
flexible plastic packaging, multiwall paper packaging, coated products, liquid packaging and woven polypropylene
packaging. The company primarily operates in the Coated and Laminated Paper Manufacturing industry in Canada
through its multiwall paper packaging and coated products segments. Hood Packaging is privately held. Therefore,
detailed financial information is limited. However, IBISWorld expects the company's industry-relevant revenue to
total $136.8 million in 2022. The company is forecast to have experienced strong expansion over 2021 as economic
recovery from the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic started in earnest.

De Luxe Group Inc.

  Market Share: 3.0%
  With over 60 years of experience, De Luxe Group Inc. (De Luxe Group) provides a diverse range of packaging

products to its downstream clients. The company operates two manufacturing facilities and one distribution centre in
Canada, along with an additional manufacturing facility located in the United States. De Luxe Group manufactures a
range of flexible packaging products in both small and large volumes to meet client demands.

De Luxe Group operates under four names, including De Luxe Paper Products, De Luxe Specialty, Coflex
Packaging and General Packaging. Moreover, the company operates through five product segments, which include
paper products, coflex packaging, specialty products, general packaging and e-commerce. The company generates
its industry-relevant revenue through its paper products and its coflex packaging segments. De Luxe Group is a
privately held company that was acquired by Novolex in 2015, which limited the availability of detailed financial
information. However, IBISWorld expects the company's industry-relevant revenue to reach $106.2 million in 2022,
with revenue expanding over the past five years despite the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic.

FPC Flexible Packaging Corporation

  Market Share: 1.4%
  Founded in 1922, FPC Flexible Packaging Corporation (FPC) is a leading flexible packaging producer and

converter. The company currently employs an estimated 80 individuals in its Toronto converting facility and serves
downstream clients in Canada, the United States, Puerto Rico and Mexico. Through this 23,226.0 square metre
(250,000.0 square feet) facility, FPC makes products purchased by clients in numerous downstream industries. FPC
operates through six segments, which include pharmaceutical and healthcare, confectionery, food, dairy, tobacco
and industrial. The company generates industry-relevant revenue through each of these downstream markets. FPC
is a privately held company. Therefore, detailed financial information is limited. However, IBISWorld expects the
company's industry-relevant revenue to total $48.5 million in 2022, expanding despite the COVID-19 (coronavirus)
pandemic.
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Operating Conditions

Capital
Intensity

The level of capital intensity is    Medium

  The Coated and Laminated Paper Manufacturing industry
in Canada operates with a moderate level of capital
intensity. Overall, IBISWorld estimates that for every $1.00
spent on wages, the industry will allocate $0.21 toward
capital investment in 2022. The industry's level of capital
intensity has increased slightly over the five years to 2022,
as the industry allocated $0.18 in capital expenditure per
$1.00 in wages in 2017.

The industry does rely significantly on workers, as has the
industry's average wage has climbed over the past five
years, despite a small decrease in employment. However,
this may be due to the closure of almost one-fifth of
industry facilities over the past five years, likely smaller
ones that have been less able to compete in an
increasingly competitive marketplace. This has reduced
wage growth, which is expanding more slowly than
revenue, shrinking wages as a share of revenue and
increasing capital intensity.
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Technology &
Systems

Potential Disruptive Innovation: Factors Driving Threat of Change

Level Factor Disruptive
Effect

Description

Very Low Rate of
Innovation

Very
Unlikely

A ranked measure for the number of patents
assigned to an industry. A faster rate of new
patent additions to the industry increases the
likelihood of a disruptive innovation occurring.

Very Low Innovation
Concentration

Very
Unlikely

A measure for the mix of patent classes
assigned to the industry. A greater
concentration of patents in one area increases
the likelihood of technological disruption of
incumbent operators.

Medium Ease of Entry Potential A qualitative measure of barriers to entry.
Fewer barriers to entry increases the
likelihood that new entrants can disrupt
incumbents by putting new technologies to
use.

Low Rate of Entry Unlikely Annualized growth in the number of
enterprises in the industry, ranked against all
other industries. A greater intensity of
companies entering an industry increases the
pool of potential disruptors.

Medium Market
Concentration

Potential A ranked measure of the largest core market
for the industry. Concentrated core markets
present a low-end market or new market entry
point for disruptive technologies to capture
market share.

  The industry is experiencing a low level of both the rate of new patents and the concentration of patents in the industry.
This creates an environment where the threat of new technologies driving disruption is low.

Industry operators are exposed to a low rate of new entrants and a moderate level of entry barriers. This combination of
factors creates an environment where entry trends are not a key threat of disruption.

Operators in the Coated and Laminated Paper Manufacturing industry in
Canada do not experience a significant disruption to their range of daily
activities due to technological advances in competing industries, although
they do contend with some level of disruption nonetheless.

This is primarily attributable to the industry's substitute products, namely plastic packaging. Recently, technological
advancements relating to the manufacturing of plastic packaging products have increased the durability of the industry's
plastic substitutes and the applications with which these products may be used efficiently. However, the products produced
by the industry's operators continue to maintain a competitive advantage over these products in the sense that the
industry's products are more environmentally friendly, which appeals to businesses and consumers in an increasingly
environmentally conscious climate.

The level of technology change is    Medium

  There has been a low to moderate level of industry-specific technological
change in the Coated and Laminated Paper Manufacturing industry in Canada
over the five years to 2022.

Technological change in the industry has increasingly focused on enhanced computerization and reduced energy
consumption. In addition, manufacturers are constantly seeking ways to increase efficiency by introducing faster and more
powerful machines that can work with a wider array of input materials and produce more product varieties. An increased
reliance on computerized machinery has boosted the speed of operations, while increases in the volume and variety of
recycled material used have raised operational efficiency.
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Moreover, these improved production processes have permitted industry operators to change their product lines slightly.
Coating properties have improved the clarity and durability of printing, while changing machinery attributes have caused
high-barrier multiwall sacks to become a growing source of export revenue. Furthermore, adhesive-technology
developments have made products made of pressure-sensitive materials lighter and more flexible, expanding the
applications for these industry manufactured products.

Revenue
Volatility

The level of volatility is    Medium

  IBISWorld expects the Coated and Laminated Paper Manufacturing industry in
Canada to exhibit a moderate level of volatility over the five years to 2022.

The majority of industry products are used by different types of manufacturers in consumer packaging, demand for which
tends to be less volatile and tied to prevailing economic conditions. However, the industry's relatively high level of
international trade subjects it to added volatility, as fluctuations in exchange rates can make industry goods more or less
expensive in international markets. This partially why industry revenue is forecast to slow so rapidly over 2022, as the
Canadian dollar is forecast to continue appreciating, which makes domestic goods more expensive and less attractive on
the global marketplace. Overall, revenue has fallen as much as 4.4% in 2018 and is forecast to grow as high as 8.5% in
2021 amid economic recovery from the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic, which has partially caused a forecast 25.8%
increase in the world price of wood pulp, a key input.

Regulation &
Policy

The level of regulation is    Medium and the trend is Steady

Regulation for the Coated and Laminated Paper Manufacturing industry in
Canada is primarily centred on the proper storage and transportation of
materials.

Environment Canada regulates toxic substances under the authorization of the Canadian Environmental Protection Act.
Strict standards are imposed on air emissions, water discharges, the handling of hazardous materials and the disposal of
waste. Moreover, the Transportation of Dangerous Goods Act contains provisions that regulate the transportation and
handling of hazardous materials.

Industry operators also must ensure that they and their employees abide by COVID-19 (coronavirus)-related rules and
regulations. These include capacity restrictions in company buildings, mask mandates for employees and testing or vaccine
requirements, among other safety measures.

Industry
Assistance

The level of industry assistance is    Low and the trend is Steady

The Coated and Laminated Paper Manufacturing industry in Canada does not
receive any direct assistance from the federal government in the form of
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subsidies or import tariffs.

However, industry operators do benefit from a range of industry associations, including the Forest Products Association of
Canada and the International Council of Forest and Paper Associations, which work with the government and international
organizations to develop a favourable policy framework for the industry.

Additionally, the federal government has adopted several policies to help businesses nationwide in the wake of the
COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic, including the deferment of income taxes owed between March 18, 2020 and August 31,
2020. The Canada Emergency Wage Subsidy will also support up to 75.0% of an employee's wages, up to $847.00 weekly,
for employers that experienced a decrease in gross revenue of at least 15.0% in March and 30.0% in both April and May.
That program will be in place until at least March 13, 2022.
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Key Statistics
Industry Data

Year
Revenue

($m)
IVA

($m)
Establishments

(Units)
Enterprises

(Units)
Employment

(Units)
Exports

($m)
Imports

($m)
Wages

($m)

Domestic
Demand

($m)

World price
of wood

pulp ($ per
ton)

2013 2,657 767 142 126 5,649 890 1,332 402 3,100 823
2014 2,644 645 137 119 5,682 954 1,409 390 3,100 877
2015 3,004 892 126 113 5,864 1,099 1,604 433 3,510 867
2016 3,153 1,017 122 106 5,585 1,163 1,658 425 3,648 819
2017 3,127 987 112 100.0 5,691 1,119 1,655 433 3,664 856
2018 2,989 977 109 95.0 5,246 1,108 1,692 404 3,573 1,031
2019 3,089 1,016 108 91.0 5,512 1,099 1,723 417 3,713 831
2020 3,133 638 104 87.0 5,395 1,065 1,665 425 3,732 676
2021 3,398 984 102 85.0 5,642 1,021 1,704 448 4,081 918
2022 3,421 971 100.0 83.0 5,640 1,020 1,743 448 4,144 909
2023 3,447 976 98.0 82.0 5,642 1,031 1,744 449 4,160 915
2024 3,468 976 97.0 80.0 5,647 1,040 1,746 450 4,174 940
2025 3,472 978 95.0 79.0 5,637 1,043 1,739 449 4,167 939
2026 3,490 981 95.0 78.0 5,656 1,051 1,739 451 4,177 951
2027 3,502 983 94.0 77.0 5,661 1,058 1,735 452 4,180 958

Annual Change

Year
Revenue

(%)
IVA
(%)

Establishments
(%)

Enterprises
(%)

Employment
(%)

Exports
(%)

Imports
(%)

Wages
(%)

Domestic
Demand

(%)

World price
of wood
pulp (%)

2013 -13.9 -19.1 -8.39 -5.27 -8.82 -2.44 2.16 -16.8 -10.9 7.90
2014 -0.49 -16.0 -3.53 -5.56 0.58 7.19 5.75 -3.02 -0.01 6.53
2015 13.6 38.4 -8.03 -5.05 3.20 15.2 13.9 11.0 13.2 -1.17
2016 4.94 14.0 -3.18 -6.20 -4.76 5.87 3.35 -1.74 3.93 -5.52
2017 -0.81 -2.98 -8.20 -5.67 1.89 -3.84 -0.18 1.81 0.45 4.53
2018 -4.44 -1.01 -2.68 -5.00 -7.82 -0.99 2.18 -6.75 -2.49 20.4
2019 3.36 4.04 -0.92 -4.22 5.07 -0.76 1.83 3.19 3.92 -19.4
2020 1.42 -37.3 -3.71 -4.40 -2.13 -3.10 -3.38 2.01 0.53 -18.6
2021 8.45 54.3 -1.93 -2.30 4.57 -4.19 2.36 5.34 9.35 35.8
2022 0.65 -1.30 -1.97 -2.36 -0.04 -0.10 2.28 0.08 1.53 -0.99
2023 0.76 0.48 -2.00 -1.21 0.03 1.08 0.08 0.20 0.40 0.66
2024 0.60 0.07 -1.03 -2.44 0.08 0.84 0.08 0.17 0.32 2.72
2025 0.11 0.19 -2.07 -1.25 -0.18 0.35 -0.41 -0.12 -0.16 -0.07
2026 0.53 0.31 0.00 -1.27 0.33 0.77 0.00 0.37 0.25 1.31
2027 0.34 0.14 -1.06 -1.29 0.08 0.58 -0.19 0.13 0.06 0.70

Key Ratios

Year
IVA/Revenue

(%)

Imports/
Demand

(%)

Exports/
Revenue

(%)

Revenue per
Employee

($'000)

Wages/
Revenue

(%)

Employees per
estab.
(Units) Average Wage  ($)

2013 28.9 43.0 33.5 470 15.1 39.8 71,110
2014 24.4 45.4 36.1 465 14.7 41.5 68,567
2015 29.7 45.7 36.6 512 14.4 46.5 73,772
2016 32.3 45.5 36.9 564 13.5 45.8 76,115
2017 31.5 45.2 35.8 550 13.8 50.8 76,050
2018 32.7 47.4 37.1 570 13.5 48.1 76,935
2019 32.9 46.4 35.6 560 13.5 51.0 75,562
2020 20.3 44.6 34.0 581 13.6 51.9 78,758
2021 28.9 41.7 30.0 602 13.2 55.3 79,334
2022 28.4 42.1 29.8 606 13.1 56.4 79,433
2023 28.3 41.9 29.9 611 13.0 57.6 79,564
2024 28.2 41.8 30.0 614 13.0 58.2 79,635
2025 28.2 41.7 30.1 616 12.9 59.3 79,688
2026 28.1 41.6 30.1 617 12.9 59.5 79,721
2027 28.1 41.5 30.2 619 12.9 60.2 79,756

Figures are inflation adjusted to 2022
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Additional Resources
Additional
Resources

Forest Products Association of Canada
http://www.fpac.ca

International Council of Forest & Paper Associations
http://www.icfpa.org

PaperAge Magazine
http://www.paperage.com

Statistics Canada
http://www.statcan.gc.ca

Industry Jargon COATED PAPER
A paper that has been coated by a compound to impart certain qualities to the paper, including weight and surface
gloss, smoothness or ink absorbency.

LAMINATED PAPER
Paper that has been placed between layers of plastic and sealed with heat or pressure, usually with an adhesive.

PRESSURE-SENSITIVE MATERIAL
A product made of a pressure-sensitive adhesive coating onto a backing material, such as paper, plastic film, cloth
or metal foil.

Glossary BARRIERS TO ENTRY
High barriers to entry mean that new companies struggle to enter an industry, while low barriers mean it is easy for
new companies to enter an industry.

CAPITAL INTENSITY
Compares the amount of money spent on capital (plant, machinery and equipment) with that spent on labour.
IBISWorld uses the ratio of depreciation to wages as a proxy for capital intensity. High capital intensity is more than
$0.333 of capital to $1 of labour; medium is $0.125 to $0.333 of capital to $1 of labour; low is less than $0.125 of
capital for every $1 of labour.

CONSTANT PRICES
The dollar figures in the Key Statistics table, including forecasts, are adjusted for inflation using the current year (i.e.
year published) as the base year. This removes the impact of changes in the purchasing power of the dollar, leaving
only the "real" growth or decline in industry metrics. The inflation adjustments in IBISWorld’s reports are made using
Statistics Canada's implicit GDP price deflator.

DOMESTIC DEMAND
Spending on industry goods and services within Canada, regardless of their country of origin. It is derived by adding
imports to industry revenue, and then subtracting exports.

EMPLOYMENT
The number of permanent, part-time, temporary and casual employees, working proprietors, partners, managers
and executives within the industry.

ENTERPRISE
A division that is separately managed and keeps management accounts. Each enterprise consists of one or more
establishments that are under common ownership or control.

ESTABLISHMENT
The smallest type of accounting unit within an enterprise, an establishment is a single physical location where
business is conducted or where services or industrial operations are performed. Multiple establishments under
common control make up an enterprise.

EXPORTS
Total value of industry goods and services sold by Canadian companies to customers abroad.

IMPORTS
Total value of industry goods and services brought in from foreign countries to be sold in Canada.

INDUSTRY CONCENTRATION
An indicator of the dominance of the top four players in an industry. Concentration is considered high if the top
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players account for more than 70% of industry revenue. Medium is 40% to 70% of industry revenue. Low is less
than 40%.

INDUSTRY REVENUE
The total sales of industry goods and services (exclusive of excise and sales tax); subsidies on production; all other
operating income from outside the firm (such as commission income, repair and service income, and rent, leasing
and hiring income); and capital work done by rental or lease. Receipts from interest royalties, dividends and the sale
of fixed tangible assets are excluded.

INDUSTRY VALUE ADDED
The market value of goods and services produced by the industry minus the cost of goods and services used in
production. IVA is also described as the industry's contribution to GDP, or profit plus wages and depreciation.

INTERNATIONAL TRADE
The level of international trade is determined by ratios of exports to revenue and imports to domestic demand. For
exports/revenue: low is less than 5%; medium is 5% to 20%; and high is more than 20%. Imports/domestic demand:
low is less than 5%; medium is 5% to 35%; and high is more than 35%.

LIFE CYCLE
All industries go through periods of growth, maturity and decline. IBISWorld determines an industry's life cycle by
considering its growth rate (measured by IVA) compared with GDP; the growth rate of the number of establishments;
the amount of change the industry's products are undergoing; the rate of technological change; and the level of
customer acceptance of industry products and services.

NONEMPLOYING ESTABLISHMENT
Businesses with no paid employment or payroll, also known as nonemployers. These are mostly set up by self-
employed individuals.

PROFIT
IBISWorld uses earnings before interest and tax (EBIT) as an indicator of a company’s profitability. It is calculated as
revenue minus expenses, excluding interest and tax.

REGIONS
Prairies | AB, SK, MB
Atlantic | NB, NS, PE, NL
Territories | YT, NT, NU

VOLATILITY
The level of volatility is determined by averaging the absolute change in revenue in each of the past five years.
Volatility levels: very high is more than ±20%; high volatility is ±10% to ±20%; moderate volatility is ±3% to ±10%;
and low volatility is less than ±3%.

WAGES
The gross total wages and salaries of all employees in the industry.



IBISWorld helps you find the industry
information you need – fast.

With our trusted research covering thousands of global industries, you’ll get a quick and intelligent
overview of any industry so you can get up to speed in minutes. In every report, you’ll find
actionable insights, comprehensive data and in-depth analysis to help you make smarter, faster
business decisions. If you’re not yet a member of IBISWorld, contact us at 1-800-330-3772 or
info@ibisworld.com to learn more.

DISCLAIMER
This product has been supplied by IBISWorld Inc. (‘IBISWorld’) solely for use by its authorized licenses strictly in
accordance with their license agreements with IBISWorld. IBISWorld makes no representation to any other person
with regard to the completeness or accuracy of the data or information contained herein, and it accepts no
responsibility and disclaims all liability (save for liability which cannot be lawfully disclaimed) for loss or damage
whatsoever suffered or incurred by any other person resulting from the use of, or reliance upon, the data or
information contained herein. Copyright in this publication is owned by IBISWorld Inc. The publication is sold on
the basis that the purchaser agrees not to copy the material contained within it for other than the purchasers own
purposes. In the event that the purchaser uses or quotes from the material in this publication – in papers, reports,
or opinions prepared for any other person – it is agreed that it will be sourced to: IBISWorld Inc.
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